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Abstract. The main purpose of this research is to determine the stress distributions on the 
contact surfaces between the logs of the historical carpentry corner joints. The additional 
purpose is to compare the stress distribution for four different boundary conditions in the case 
of dry and wet pine wood. The paper presents the results of numerical analysis of the short-
corner dovetail connection and the saddle notch corner joint, which are in common use in 
currently preserved objects of wooden architecture. The wood has been modelled as an 
orthotropic material. The numerical calculations have been carried out using 
MSC.Marc/Mentat software. The knowledge about the damage zones in the connections is 
immensely important, due to the need for maintenance, renovation and the reinforcement of 
existing elements in many timber historic buildings. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Historically, wood was widely used in the construction of structures due to good strength 

parameters and the wide availability of the material. Timber structures are more complicated 
in analysis and design than steel o concrete structure due to heterogeneity of the material [1] 
and its sensitivity to moisture and biological damage [2, 3]. As reported in literature, its 
strength and flexibility depend on humidity, temperature, density and aging [4, 5]. Currently, 
more attention is focused on restoring valuable historical buildings [6], and therefore there is a 
need for reliable structural modelling and analysis that could be the basis for an effective 
repair to ensure the safety of the structure.  

The development of carpentry, dated to the period from the 13th to 17th century, 
contributed to significant improvements in joining techniques that resulted in a number of 
new types of carpentry joints. Some modifications developed within those centuries mainly 
consisted of changing the geometry and the introduction of locks inside the joint, sometimes 
in a very complex form [7, 8].  
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Depending on the form and expected functions many types of carpentry joints can be 
distinguished [9, 10]. A lot of them have been studied and presented in research papers (see 
e.g., [11, 12]) but the vast majority of them concern the analysis of typical joinery in the 
historic roof structures. In general the timebr structures are anlaysed in terms of 
experimentation [13–16], numerical analysis [17–22] and also about temperature and 
humidity effect on the strength of wood [23–25]. Some studies on the stress state and failure 
analysis of timber structures can also be found in [11, 26, 27].  

Despite their popularity in historical buildings, it is difficult to find research on the 
carpentry connections of wall corners in log buildings (see e.g., [28]). And it would be 
extremely important for proper maintenance, renovation and strengthening of existing 
elements in many historic wooden structures [29].  

This study presents some aspects of numerical modelling and analysis of the historic 
carpentry corner wall connections. Two types of joints are analysed, a short-corner dovetail 
connection, and a saddle notch joint. Different boundary conditions and different load systems 
are applied to perform the finite element analysis. The main goal of the analysis is to find the 
stress distribution in the loaded wall with traditional carpentry joints constructed from logs in 
different ways, to simulate their mechanical performance. The material parameters of the 
wood taken into the analysis come from 4-point bending tests. 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Geometry of short-corner dovetail connection and material parameters 
The geometry of the connections can be varied depending on the place and time of the 

object’s construction in which the connections are used. In the paper, the dimensions of the 
analysed connections have been scaled into 1:2 in relation to the geometry described by [30]. 
The analysed carpentry joints consist of five logs. The cross-section dimensions of a single 
wooden beam are 75 x 135 mm. The length of each log is 1000 mm for the short-corner 
dovetail connection. In turn, the length of each log is 1075 mm for the saddle notch corner 
joint. The geometry of the short-corner dovetail connection and the saddle notch corner joint 
haves been presented in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Geometry of carpentry joints: a) short-corner dovetail connection, b) saddle notch corner joint 

The material of the joints has been modelled as a pine wood. Due to the dependency of the 
material properties on the directions of the wood fibres, the pine wood has been defined as an 
orthotropic material. The numerical calculations have been performed in two variants of 
moisture (dry and wet wood). The measured wood moisture for the dry wood was 
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approximately 10%, in turn for the wet wood approximately 21%. The value of the 
longitudinal elastic modulus EL has been calculated on the basis of the 4-point bending tests. 
Another parameters have been estimated based on [1] in relation to the values of the 
longitudinal elastic modulus. The material parameters of pine wood for the wood moisture 
10% and 21% are  presented in table 1, where L represents longitudinal direction, T- 
tangential direction and R – radial direction of the wood. The 4-piont bending tests have been 
carried out on specimens of approximately 300 mm of active length.  

Table 1: Material parameters of pine wood 

Material 
constant 

Value for dry wood 
(10%) 

Value for wet wood 
(21%) Unit 

EL 1.23·1010 7.85·109 Pa 
ER 1.25·109 8.01·108 Pa 
ET 8.35·108 5.34·108 Pa 

GRT 6.14·107 3.93·107 Pa 
GTL 5.65·108 3.61·108 Pa 
GLR 6.02·108 3.85·108 Pa 
νRT 0.469 0.469 - 
νTL 0.024 0.024 - 
νLR 0.316 0.316 - 

 
The cross-section dimensions of the specimens have been approximately 40 mm by 20 

mm. The scheme of the test has been presented in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Scheme of the laboratory stand of 4-point bending tests 

2.2 Numerical analysis 
The numerical nonlinear static analysis has been performed using MSC.Marc/Mentat 

software. The finite element method has been applied in modelling of the analysed 
connections. The numerical model of the short-corner dovetail joint has been built using 
approximately 61000 solid tetra elements while the saddle notch corner joint has been 
modelled using approximately 101000 solid tetra elements. The finite element mesh has been 
adequately refined in the connections’ corners. The contact between the individual elements 
of the joints has been taken into account in the analysis. The friction coefficient between logs 
has been assumed as 0.25 for the dry wood and 0.2 for the wet wood. 

The numerical simulations have been carried out for four different boundary conditions in 
order to select the most resistant type of the connection and to determine the stress 
distributions in the connections’ corners. The types of boundary conditions applied in the 
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analysed carpentry joint have been presented in table 2. For all types of the boundary 
conditions, the external surfaces of most bottom logs have been fixed in the direction Z. In 
turn, the external surfaces for most top logs have been loaded with the pressure of 13019.2 
N/m2 for the dry wood and 14707.6 N/m2 for the wet wood. The values of pressure have been 
calculated as the dead load of approximately 2.5 m high typical wall. The height of 2.5 m 
corresponds to the nineteen logs lying above.  

 
Figure 3: Boundary conditions applied in Type 1 for dry pine wood 

The remaining boundary conditions depend on the type of performed analysis and are 
described in table 2. The exemplary boundary conditions applied in Type 1 for the dry wood 
of the short-corner dovetail connection have been presented in figure 3. The deformations of 
the wooden beams in the carpentry connections are very dangerous for the structure when 
they are large (e.g. because of possibility of biological damage). Different boundary 
conditions (including assumed structure displacements) can lead to such large deformations. 
So it has been decided to test different boundary conditions, shown in table 2, in the 
simulations of the joints behaviour. 

Table 2: Types of boundary conditions applied in analysed carpentry joint 

 

At the end of two logs At the end of three logs 

Fixed displacement 
(direction) 

Enforced 
displacement (value 

and direction) 

Fixed displacement 
(direction) 

Enforced 
displacement 

(value and 
direction) 

Type 1 Y and Z 0.025 m, X X and Z 0.025 m, Y 
Type 2 Y and Z –0.025 m, X X and Z –0.025 m, Y 
Type 3 X and Z 0.025 m, Y Y and Z 0.025 m, X 
Type 4 X and Z –0.025 m, Y Y and Z –0.025 m, X 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the static analysis of short-corner dovetail connection and the saddle notch 

corner joint obtained taking into account the four different types of boundary conditions are 
compared in this study. The first important finding of the analysed joints is that there are the 
same major principal values of stress and high stress areas for Types 1 and 4, and for Types 2 
and 3 of the boundary conditions for both dry and wet pine wood and for both carpentry joints 
types. It has been noted that both minimum and maximum principal values of stress are the 
highest for the wet pine wood for the short-corner dovetail connection (figures 4-7). In turn, 
for the saddle notch joint, both minimum and maximum principal values of stress are the 
highest for the dry pine wood. 

The minimal principal stress in the short-corner dovetail connection made of wet wood is 
distributed symmetrically (Types 1 and 4) and the highest stress areas are concentrated along 
the edges of the logs (figure 4). The same situation is in the case of the saddle notch corner 
joint (figure 8). The minimum principal values of stress are much lower in case of dry pine 
wood with the same type of boundary conditions than in case of the wet wood for the short 
corner dovetail connection (figure 4-5). The high stress areas are also smaller, but 
concentrated along the edges of the logs like in case of the dry wood (figure 4a). The 
minimum principal values of stress for Type 2 of boundary conditions are smaller (< 43 MPa) 
than for Type 1 in both cases, dry and wet pine wood. In the case of the saddle notch corner 
joint, the situation gives the opposite result. The minimum principal values of stress is much 
lower in the case of wet pine wood with the same type of boundary conditions than in the case 
of the dry wood (figure 8-9). The areas of the highest stress are larger in the case of dry wood 
in relation to the wet wood. In turn, the minimum principal values of stress for Type 2 of 
boundary conditions are lower than for Type 1 in both cases, the dry and the wet pine wood, 
as for the short-corner dovetail connection. 

It has been observed that in the short-corner dovetail connection, the maximum principal 
stress distribution is specific. The extreme values of the stress are arranged pointwise at the 
contractions in the scarf joint. In the case of the dry pine wood, these stress is almost 
unnoticeable in relation to the stress distribution observed in the wet wood (figures 6-7). The 
analysed joint have antisymmetric maximal principal stress distribution (Types 2 and 3) in 
wet wood and the maximum principal values of stresses are approximately 84 MPa (figure 
6b-7b). The maximal principal stress in the saddle notch corner joint made of both dry and 
wet pine wood is distributed symmetrically for all types of boundary conditions (figure 10-
11). 

In addition to the described stress distributions, the distinct displacements between logs 
have been observed in the short-corner dovetail connection with Type 2 and 3 of the boundary 
conditions (figure 7). 
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Figure 4: Minimum principal stress [Pa] distribution  in the corner of short-corner dovetail connection for Type 
1 of boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood 

 

Figure 5: Minimum principal stress  [Pa] distribution in the corner of short-corner dovetail connection for Type 
2 of boundary conditions  for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood 
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Figure 6: Maximum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of short-corner dovetail connection for Type 
1 of boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood 

 

 

Figure 7: Maximum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of short-corner dovetail connection for Type 
2 of boundary conditions  for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood 
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Figure 8: Minimum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of saddle notch corner joint for Type 1 of 
boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood 

 

Figure 9: Minimum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of saddle notch corner joint for Type 2 of 
boundary conditions  for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood 
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Figure 10: Maximum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of saddle notch corner joint for Type 1 of 
boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood 

 

 

Figure 11: Maximum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of saddle notch corner joint for Type 2 of 
boundary conditions  for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
One of the most popular carpentry joint preserved in structures of wooden architecture 

have been analysed with four types of boundary conditions and as a dry and wet pine wood 
variants. On the basis of the numerical analysis, the highest stress areas have been established. 
In the corner of the analysed connection, the minimum principal stress distributions have been 
observed from the inside of the joint. In turn, the maximum principal stress distributions can 
be observed from the outside of the connection. It has been noticed that the results are 
identical for the joints loaded in two different ways. The first, where the same values of the 
forced displacements is applied along the logs (Types 1 and 2) and the second, where it is 
applied perpendicularly to them (Type 4 and 3). Type 1 corresponds to Type 4 and Type 2 
corresponds to 3. In the case of the short-corner dovetail joint made of wet pine wood, the 
stress concentration area in the connection corner is larger than in this joint made of dry pine 
wood. Also the maximum values of stress are higher in the wet than in the dry wood. The 
opposite phenomenon has been observed in saddle notch joint. It has been noted that both 
minimum and maximum principal values of stress are the highest when Type 1 and 4 of 
boundary conditions are applied to the joints independently of the wood moisture. The 
obtained compressive stress values are much higher than the tensile stress values. For 
analysed types of boundary conditions in both considered joints, the vulnerable damage zones 
are probably in the same places where the high stress areas are observed in the numerical 
results. 

On the basis of the obtained stress values, Types 1 and 4 of boundary conditions are more 
unfavourable due to the possible destruction along the edges of the logs. In turn, the 
deformations in the connection corner are greater for Type 2 and 3 of the boundary conditions 
in relation to Type 1 and 4. These type of displacements of the logs exposes the inside 
surfaces of the logs to environmental and biological degradation, so it may be particularly 
dangerous for the joint and the structure. 
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